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The first step in solving every legal issue
can be the most daunting: finding the right
attorney. We sat down with three of Texas
Legal's brightest stars to learn the secrets
of finding a great attorney that can help
you get the best outcome for your case.

Watch our live event with Dorothy Lawrence, Lydia Fearing and Alexandra Jones-Lafont
of the Dorothy Butler Law Firm, which has handled over 1000 legal matters for Texas
Legal members.
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Texas Legal members can find an attorney to help them with their legal needs 
with our online Attorney Finder. We're so excited to announce a brand-new 
attorney finder will be available soon, with lots of exciting features. Look for it 
coming September 1st. 

 
Our new attorney finder will:

be mobile-friendly
detail which counties each attorney serves
includes bio for each attorney
feature reviews from actual Texas Legal members who have used their plan
with this attorney

Look for a link to this new attorney finder in our next newsletter!

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=607131290175912
https://www.dorothybutlerlawfirm.com/
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During these difficult economic times, a 
lot of folks are wondering if bankruptcy 
can help them. But there are a lot of 
myths out there about bankruptcy. 
Learn the facts from Texas Legal 
network attorney Nicholas Westbrook of 
Westbrook Law Firm.
 

Remember, your Texas Legal memberships offer coverage for bankruptcy, depending 
on your plan, after a 3-month waiting period. Every plan covers several legal 
consultations a year so you can sit down with a lawyer and discuss your options. 
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Have you "liked" Texas Legal on

Facebook? It's a great way to learn about

Texas Legal, access great advice and live

events with our attorneys, and learn news

and tips that that will help you keep your

legal life in order.

https://www.facebook.com/TexasLegalTL/posts/3523427341025511
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